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Full Week-End Planned For Junior-Senior
James Band To Play;
Corps Will Parade

Alpha Phi Omega To Give $1000 Award
Local Fraternity Offers Scholarship;
Estonian Student Under Consideration
Alpha Phi Omega, service fraternity of Clemson, announced
this week that they will finance a
full scholarship for a European
student to attend Clemson next
year.
The student under consideration is a native of Estonia, but is
now living in the British Zone of
Occupied Germany. He has been
very active in Boy Scout work
and is presently associated with
the YMCA. If accepted, he wishes
to enroll in the Agronomy Department of the School of Agriculture.
Arrangements have been made
through the World Student Service Fund for the student's passage to the United States. He
will be met inJSTew York City by
Charles M. Hagan, Jr., electrical
engineering freshman of Atlantic
City, New Jersey, and taken to
his home until time for registration.
Alpha Phi Omega plans to
finance this scholarship through
magazine sales, proceeds from
Stunt Night, square dances, and
other projects.

Clemson Students
Attend Air Meet
Eight students and two faculty
members of the Clemson Aero
Club attended the National. InterCollegiate Air Meet held at
Stephens College last Friday and
Saturday.
Those attending were: J. R.
Carter, electrical engineering major; T. L. Cox, electrical engineering major; B. K. Faulkenberry, electrical engineering major;
W. R. Hale, civil engineering major, all of Greenville.
Also T. R. Hawkins, dairy major of Greenwood; B. J. Mullin,
agricultural education major of
Charburn, N. C; J. B. East, animal husbandry major of Cameron; E. H. Shelley, agricultural
education major of Nichols.
Professors J. T. Long and J. P.
Rostron acted as sponsors of the
Clemson group.
Students from Stevens acted as
hostesses and provided the program for the week-end, and the
Civil Aeronautics Administration
furnished judges for the competitions.
Clemson Aero Culb entered in
several events but placed in
none.

Alpha Zeta Banquets;
Dr. Vaughn Speaker
Alpha Zeta, honor agricultural
fraternity of Clemson; held a banquet last Thursday night in the
dining room, of the Lutheran
Church. Dr.' Theo Vaughn was
guest speaker, choosing for his
subject, "Job Opportunities in
Agriculture." '
Dr. Vaughn is a graduate of
Clemson and worked with the agricultural extension service after
graduation. He has recently returned from Central America
where he worked with the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Allan Sibley, agricultural engineering junior of Greenville is
chancelor of the club.

Junior Staff Jobs
Offered By Yearbook
Announcement has been made
by the incoming-Taps Staff that
openings are available for men
who are interested in yearbook
work. All applicants for junior
staff positions should see Bill
Gaillard, editor for 1951, in the
Taps office which is located in
the basement of Barracks No. 7.

Glee Club Dines;
Officers Elected
Clemson's Glee Club elected
their new officers for next year
at their annual banquet in Walhalla Monday night, May I. The
new oiVers will take over their
respective positions at the beginning of the 1950-51 semester.
Dewey Locke succeeded Haywood Bagwell as president. Mr.
Bagwell took over the position of
president when Bill McCall, former president, graduated in February of 1950.
Other new officers are: James
Patterson, vice president; Grady
Daniel, secretary; Charles Upright, publicity manager; Louis
Henry, librarian; Bill Shuler, business manager, and Bob Hanrahan, sergeant at arms.
The old officers are: Haywood
Bagwell, president; James Patterson, secretary; David Witt, publicity manager; Grady Daniel, librarian; Dewey Locke, business,
manager; Jack Padgett, student
director, and Perry Trakas, sergeant at arms.
At the banquet, Mr. McGarity,
director of the group, announced
that next year more stress would
be placed on getting new members and that the Glee. Club's concert tour would be extended. Any
student is eligible for membership.
Miss Nancy Hunter, the Glee
Club's pianist, will leave to attend college next year. A new
pianist for the group is already
being considered.

Alpha Phi Omega
To Sell Poppies
Clemson's chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega, national service fraternity, has selected Friday and
Saturday, May 19 and 20, for
their annual Poppy Sale for the
benefit, of the Disabled American
Veterans.
On the two days of the sale the
members of A.' P. O. under the
direction of W. E. Monroe, arts
and sciences sophomore of Clemson, and W. F. Marscher, mechanical engineering senior of
Beaufort, will contact the students
to offer them the opportunity of
purchasing at a minimum charge
of ten cents. '
Colonel Cookson, Commandant,
has given permission for the
cadets to wear the poppies on
their uniforms during the sale.
In the past years, poppy sales
have met with remarkable success. Last year the sales netted
a total of $176.

Favors Be Given
Seniors At Fete
All Seniors who attend the
Junior-Senior banquet will be eligible to receive favors presented
by the Junior Class. The favors
will be placed on tables in the
large dining hall, but none will
be placed in the small dining
halls.
Seniors who are seated in other
than the main room can obtain
their favors from J. F. Hare in
the Guest Room, 1st Barracks, immediately after the banquet.
Students are reminded by the
Junior-Senior Committee of the
change in plan regarding the time
set. for the banquet. All persons
must be in the banquet hall by
7 p. m. tomorrow night. The
Committee also announced today
that invitations must be brought
in order to gain admission.

Watch This Space For Oscar

Get the tar and feathers ready, and keep an eye on this apace
next week, cause Oscar, the guys you're been itching- to ret your
hand* on. will be r*ve^l«w th*a.

Army Inspection Team
To Check ROTC Units
At Spring Inspection
Army Ground Forces and Air
Force Reserve Officer units, of
Clemson will be checked by Government Inspecting teams at' the
annual spring inspection to be
held next Monday and Tuesday.
This will bring to a climax
Clemson's student military activities for the current school year,
which is highlighted on Mother's
Day with a full dress regimental
parade.
President of the army inspection team visiting the campus
next week is Colonel John D. Salmon, of the ORC Instruction
Group, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
In charge of the Air Force Inspecting Team -will be Lieutenant
Colonel Earle W.. Lewis, with assistant, Lieutenant Colonel W. E.
Byerts, both of the Headquarters,
14th Air Force, Warner Robbins
Air Force Base, Georgia. Colonel
Byerts was formerly stationed at
Clemson.

B. S. U. To Sponsor
Art Exhibit May 13
The Clemson B. S. U. Is sponsoring an art exhibit on Mother's
Day, May 14. The exhibit will
be presented at the Clemson Bap-,
tist Church and will be free and
open to the public.
Some- of the paintings to be exhibited are the work of former
Clemson students. The display
will include oil miniatures by
Mrs, Fernow; water colors by
Professor Gilmer Petroff, of the
architecture department; an oil
landscape by Professor W. F. D.
Hodge, assistant professor of architecture.
; Studies in abstract will be presented by Ed Watt and Henry
Boykin, Clemson. students or
architecture. Water color worJs
of former Clemson students will
also be presented.
Bill i Fanning, architectural engineering junior of Columbia, is
the chairman of the art ' exhibit
committee. Mr. Fanning is also
the assistant general secretary of
the Clemson B. T. U.
Other members of the committee are Madison Jameson, agricultural economics sophomore of
Liberty, and James Patterson,
architectural junior of Spartanburg.

2 Textile Professors
See Arts Exposition;
Make Job Contacts *
Prof.. W. O. Allan, member of
the Textile School faculty, and
Mr. J. C. Williams, knitting de^
partment technician, visited the
Knitting and Allied Arts Exposition in New York last week. They
visited all exhibits and manufacturers, relative to obtaining new
equipment for the textile school..
While at the exposition, Prof.
Allan contacted various manufacturers, concerning jobs for graduates in knitting at Clemson. The
two men attended the. annual
meeting of the Underwear Institution, which, was also held in
New York.
Prof. Allan also went to Philadelphia where he Secured new
machinery and yarns to be used
in the knitting laboratory here.
The latest knitting machines, both
American and-foreign, were on
display, in Philadelphia.

Beaux Arts Institute Has Competition;
Nine Clemson
Are Recognized
Notification was received
the architecture department- of
Clemson this week to the effect
that nine architecture students
had placed in a recent national
competition of B and C class
problems, conducted by the Beaux
Arts Institute of Fine Arts in
New York.
The architecture majors who
received' recognition in the B!
class competition are: Edward B.;
Watt, post graduate of Hartsville;
George Gaston, junior of Gaffney; j
Joe A. Lusk, junior of Johnston j
City, Tehn.; and William- A. Mc- I
Donald, junior of Johnston City,
Tenn.
The problem for this group was
the design of a park restaurant.
Men of junior standing were eligible. Eight men from Clemson
entered the B class competition.
The class C problem, a photographer's studio, was a competition for men of sophomore
standing. . There were nine entries from Clemson in this group
and five of these received recognition.
Those sophomores honored are:
Jack M. Cox of Clemson; Richard
H. McGinty of Clemson; Hal L.
Pridgeon, r., of Clemson; Frank
W. Duncan of Greer; and oe W.
Hiller of Greenville.
The Beaux Arts Institute conducts periodical competitions of
this nature and entries are received from colleges and universities all over the United States.
It is an honor to be recognized by
this group..

Bland To Head
A. S. A. E. Group
H. E. Bland from Gaffney, S.
C.,. was elected president of the
student branch of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers
at the last regular meeting.
1
Also named to office were P.
H. Weeks, of Clemson, vice presi-:
dent- R. M. Prince, of. Lynchburg, S. C, secretary; W. T. Vick,
of Lancaster, S. C, reporter.
P. H. Weeks was appointed
chairman* of the Program Committee. The following men were
appointed to the different committees: J. A. Christopher, of
Landrum, S. C, Arrangement
Committee; W. A. Shuler, of
Rembert, S. C, Membership Committee; R. M. Pripce, F. E. I.
Committee; C. M- Cofer, of Clemson, Social Committee; W. T.
Vick, Publication Committee; H.
C. Joyce ,of Roekinghani, Initiation Committee.

YMCA To Publish
Yearly Handbook
The Y. M. C. A. handbook
committee has announced that the
new handbook is in the making
and will be ready for distribution
in the early part of next semester.
The handbook staff is comprised of four members of the "Y"
cabinet. Those acting, in this
capacity- for the new handbook
are: Jimmy Neighbors, horticultural junior". of Beaufort,. editor;
David Burley, chemical" engineering sophomore of Clemson; David Witt, textile engineering junior of Swansea, and Bill Adams,
arts and sciences senior of: Clemsdn, associate' editor.
The purpose of this handbook
is to aid in better acquainting the
new students with' Clemson. '> It
also serves as a means of reference for the old students.

Dr. Wheeler To Be
Banquet Speaker
Dr.' P%ul Wheeler, head of the
Winthrop College English department, has accepted an invitation to speak at the annual Junior-Senior banquet to be held
May 12 in the college dining hall.
Dr. Wheeler, a humorous prototype of Ichabod Crane,, is noted
throughout the South as an excellent after-dinner speaker.
His
address will be appropriate to
the occasion.
The banquet, previously scheduled for 7:30 on the evening of
May 12, has been moved back arid
will begin promptly at 7. This
change in time was due to a conflict between the banquet and the
Junior-Senior dance, which will
iss««diet*Lr -Mlw? th* *>»!««*•*
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Thousands of visitors are
expected to be on the campus
this week-end for the final
dance of the 1949-1950 school
year, the Junior-Senior banquet and the arfnual Mother's
Day parade. The formal
dance tomorrow night and
the informal affair Saturday
night will be in honor of the
Juniors and Seniors and the
Staff of the annual student
publication, Taps

*

Notice
Students are reminded of the
following regulations set forth
by the Senior Council pertaining to dance week-ends on the
campus.
(1) Any student inside the
gymnasium without the proper
dance ticket will be reported to
the Senior Council.
(2) Loitering in the vicinity
of the barracks in which the
girls are housed (for this weekend, the 8th Barracks) will not
be tolerated.
(3) No alcoholic beverages
will be allowed inside the gymnasium.
(4) Any ungentlemanly conduct will be subject to action
by the Senior Council.

Harry James, nationally famous
trumpeteer, will bring his orchestra to the campus for the dances.
The formal dance will commence
at 9 p. m. tomorrow night and
will last until 1 a. m. Dancing
will begin again Saturday night at
8 and continue until midnight.
Admission price for the dances,
will be $3.75 and $4 respectively.
Block tickets for both affairs are
on sale in the guest room for'$7.
"The Music Makers," one of the
most popular brands in the nation, recently starred in the Hollywood Paladium, but is currently on a countrywide tour.
CEMlTRAfL DANCE ASS<DC.~ CtL£tMS<DN COO-LtCrt
The orchestra features such wellknown musicians as Willie Smith,
who adds solo work to his regular saxaphone duties. "Ziggy"
Elmer, trombonist, is perhaps one
of the .best known artists in the
group.
Elmer is a former member of
the Gene Krupa band, and he became featured with James in 1947.
Louanne Hogan, one of the
band's vocalists, is a recent addition to tht group. She did the
singing for Jeanne Crain in the
latter's pictures at Tweneith Century Fox Studios, and has been
featured with such bands as Kay
Kyster,
Tommy Dorsey, Bob
Crosby, and Russ Morgan.
The male vocalist, Dick Williams, has been with the band for
about a year. He is a former
member of the popular Kay
Thompson and the William Brothers group, a night club act that
met with loud approval in New
York City.
The maestro
himself was
brought up with a circus, and began playing with local orchestras
in Beaumont, Texas, at the age of
15. He played with Benny Goodman for three years. He then
went out on his own and at the
TMu IStttiftya Waco
M'IM. Tflm 7flattum
age of 23 he was leading his own
band. Since he has appeared in
•:-, MAY »2 4l3,J05O.
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Century Fox Studios. Some of his
recent hits are "Two Girls and a
Sponsors for the Central Dance Association of Clemson College for the annual Junior-Senior TAPS
Sailor," "Bathing Beauty," and
Ball, May 12-13, are, top row, left to right, Miss Jackie Phillips of Barnwell and the University of
"If I'm Lucky."
South Carolina for Marshall Farmer, president? Miss Janis Wilton of Sumter and Converse College
for Bob McLeod, vice-president; and Miss Barbara Wilcox of Marion and Winthrop College, for Carl
The highlight of the week-end
Wessinger, treasurer. Bottom row, Miss Betty Lou Mace of Centencry and Coker College for
activities will be the Mother's
Charles race, publicity chairman; Miss Mary Mattison of Anderson and Agnes Scott College for
Day Parade staged each year by
Frank McLaurin, placing chairman; Mrs. Ray Price of Clemson for Raymond Price, decorating
the ROTC students to pay tribute
chairman; and Mrs. Bob Davis of Clemson for Bob Davis, floor chairman. These dances, featurto their mothers. The Sunday
ing the music of Harry James and his Orchestra and open tfi the public, will be the final series for
afternoon festivities include drill
the current semester.
performances by Clemson's famed
Senior Platoon, the Pershing Rifles and the Freshman Platoon. A
formal Regimental review will
officially end Junior-Senior weekend.
Miss Shirley Patton, from Furman University and St. George,
will reign over the review in hfiv
By HOWARD LOVE
capacity as Honorary Cadet Colonel. Miss Patton was chosen to
Clemson is more than a college. It is a community
The student branch of the Uni- the honor by a panel of judges at
within itself, having facilities to provide such necessities for versity of Georgia American So- the recent Military Ball.
Some fifteen cadets will be
present day urban living as water, electricity, heat and sew- ciety of Agricultural Engineers given awards for their outstandwill entertain the Clemson chap- ing leadership ability ,of exage disposal.
The problem of operating these utilities falls under the ter of this organization with a cellence in some phase of the military. Awards will be presented
jurisdiction of what was formerly known as the Construc- banquet in Athens on May 19.
to the best drilled squad, platoon
This ■ affair will be the fourth of
tion and Repair department. This title, however, has reand company. The best infantryits kind between the two groups, man, the best armored calvarycently been changed to Service Division in order to more
and has become a semesterly oc- man, and the best signal corps
aptly describe the activities of this department.
man will also receive awards.
casion.
Other awards that will be made
Headed by Mr. D. J. Watson,
are the R, W. Simpson Medal,
layout
plans
of
all
electrical,
Superintend ant of Buildings
given annually to the best drilled
heat and water systems on the Valuation Engineer
and Grounds, the department
cadet other than a senior, the
campus. He plots all new
boasts a well proportioned staff
Applications
Extended
Society of American Military Enbuildings and plans utility laywith Mr. McGuire as construcgineer's Medal to a junior and a
outs
to
these
units.
Applications
for
Valuation
Ention engineer, Mr. Murph as
senior, the Ordnance Aassociation
civil engineer, and Mr. Collins
The plant engineer has the gineer have been extended from award and the Quartermaster
as plant engineer.
mammouth job of supplying hot May 3, 1950 to June 2, 1950, as Awards.
water and steam to the laundry, described in the amendment- of
The Mother-of-the-Year will be
Along construction lines, the dairy, kitchen, laboratories and April 5, 1950 to Examining Cirpresented
to the group at this
department is constantly at work barracks. He is constantly on the cular number six for Engineer.
time. She was chosen by the
repairing damaged property and lookout for leaks and machinery
All applications must be filed student body.
making new additions to our failures.
with the Director of the Third
Dr. Paul Wheeler, head of the
campus. Among the recent proThese men and their crews are U. S. Civil Service Regional Of- Winthrop English Department,
jects completed are a shed for doing a great job in providing us fice, Customhouse, Philadelphia,
the housing of ROTC military with the afforementioned con> Pennsylvania, not later than the will be the feature speaker at the
banquet which is to be held in the
vehicles and the installation of ^nTenceT which weTo"often take prescribed date.
College Dining Hall at 7 p. m. todrinking fountains at the Calhoun for granted. They are most co• Further information regarding morrow night. It has been anMansion Spring.
operative and try in every way to the position is contained in the nounced that no one will be adAmendment of April 5, 1950, and mitted to the banquet after seven
The civil engineer has a full serve the students of Clemson.
Br«>r5inin» n»r«til»r number SIX. o'clock.
*» *•* ««■ %«••»»•• nn to date
Tnotinued on Pu* ?■>
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C And R Changes Name, Not Policy

Students'Cooperation Greatly Needed

Clemson Students
Attend ASAE Fete
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Advertisements In Mess Hall

Thursday, May 4, 1950
Now That You Mentidn It...

The person or persons in charge of announcements in
-AT EASE - THE FOLLOWING
the Mess Hall have stumbled on a very good and remunerative idea. Last Monday at dinner was a typical example.
NAME D MEM - BLAH BLAH
£
JUNIORS SENIOR
After grace had been asked, and the thousand or so CaBLAH - TH
THE AJAX FINGER
dets were still sitting at ease, a number of announcements
PO E ISA , ETC .
MAN Wl LL BE ON
were read off. There were case histories of over-demerited
HAIL FILEIN
cadets, poems conceived by the Central Dance Association,
THE CAMPUS TOMORROW
i announcements concerning telephone calls and telegrams,
- BLAH -BLAH
AND SO
ROO
M
i and last but by no means least, what appeared to be a paid adON AN D SO FORTH
vertisement.
The ad had to do with a tailoring company which would
be represented at a certain time and place on the campus.
The inauguration of this type of business getting advertising
could mean quite a bit to some organization. Let us take a
look at the attractive possibilities.
As is mentioned above, there are some 1,000 men who
are forced by military law to remain quiet and attentive
while announcements are read out over the public address
system. Perhaps a mess hall advertising manager could be
appointed to contact every business establishment on the
campus, and in neighboring towns and solicit ads.
The corps may object to being forced to listen to, say 45
minutes of hogwash, but after all what can they do about it?
They are "at ease". Of course dinner would be twenty or
thirty degrees cooler, but it's just as good that way, then too,
no one would get to check the P. O, after lunch, but not
many of us get mail on the noon delivery anyhow.
The idea must be a sound one, because it is already in
•Sect on a small scale. I don't believe we can conscientiously limit the advertisements to the one tailoring company. Talk of the Town » • • •
Ethics, you know.

Tiger Makes A Proposition
It has been more or less policy with the incoming staffs
of The Tiger in the past to issue a plea to all people interested
in newspaper work to apply at the office for a job. We, however, do not feel disposed to plead. There is in The Tiger a
great opportunity to learn.
There is, in The Tiger, a chance to work on one of the
few uncensored college newspapers in the country. Editing
of news, features, and editorials is left entirely up to the discretion of the staff. Never in the last 26 years, has any college official said to a Tiger editor, "you cannot print that."
To say that we have been infalable in our judgment would be
presumptuous, but it is satisfying to know that it was our
judgment.
There is one more issue of this paper in this school year,
and there are openings in all departments. Anyone who can
stand a lot of work, a lot of noise, and a little fun will be considered for a job on the staff of the 1950-51 Tiger. The office
will be. open Monday and Tuesday nights.

Until last Monday, all expressions of in- by his fellow students first, and by his proterest in the honor plan I have proposed had fessor second. A successful honor system
come entirely from the student body. Mon- will not require students to tattle on each
day afternoon, however, I received a letter other. In fact, if it is successful, there will
from one of the professors in the School of not be the slightest implication that the sysEnginering.
tem might not work.
He has in the past, he said, put into actual
"Please note, that you MUST NOT stay
practice, though of necessity on a small scale,
in the examination room. To do so
his own honor system. That is a misstatment
would indicate that you do not fully acfor he objected to the use of the word "syscept their word. You must completely
tem" in referring to a plan to give the stuand fully convince the students, and
dent a chance to prove himself honest.
you must have deep convictions yourI agree with him, in that the slightest hint
self, that their word is acceptable and
at regimentation would doom any "system,"
trustworthy. Under these conditions; 1
and I us* the word only because I can't think
can give any kind of test or examination
of anything else to call it.
to any group of Clemson students, and
"Six or seven years ago," he said, "a situathere will be no cheating."
tion arose which prevented me from being
I am extremely gratified by his obvious inpresent at a final examination ... I said,
'Gentlemen, I am going to let you take these terest, and it seems to me that such spirit
questions home with you, work the exam ov- among the members of the faculty wili be
ernight, and return it to me tomorrow morn- the only means by which Clemson ever has
ing ... You will, of course, be on your honor an honor system or the tremendous amount
not to give or receive help.' After grading of cheating is diminished to any large degree.
the papers, I was completely convinced that Nevertheless, the problem lies with the students who favor such a plan, too, for some
no cheating of any kind had occurred."
This gentleman also recounted many other professors will never believe in the honesty
personal experiences in his experiments with of the individual student until they see
t,h honor of others.
large-scale, concrete evidence of it.
Who comes first, the student or the profes"After these and other experiences, I am
completely clear in my own mind that a sor? Which will be the first to demonstrate
Clemson student's word has meaning, and his willingness to cooperate on this probis to be respected. I have tried it again and lem?
again, and have NEVER had occasion to
WHERE. OH WHERE, HAS MY
By HARRY DUKES
doubt it."
LITTLE HAT GONE?
He clarified two other points upon which
laundry, food, or other items, he finds that T had b^n ft j.^ hMy jj^ T sfiid ihkt
Ax Is Sharp
Please, somebody, bring my cap back. I'm
I should like to express my appreciation he must do this himself. Of course, it does students under my plan would not be re_ broke and can't buy another. A couple of
for the compliments and confidence which not hurt him, but since he has gone through quirfed 0r p^^t^ to «tftll on» feUow stu. Sundays ago, I went to vespers and left my
my predecessor paid me in his farewell the two semesters of the same ordeal that his dtntg in fbm evfent ^ cheating took plfccfc cadet cap on a chair at the back of the *'Y"
column. I only hope that I can fulfill his freshmen go through, jt is only proper that Secondj T mentioned that the professor could auditorium. When I left, I could find not
ambitions for me, and I have that ax sharp- he should get this same service returned. rfemkm m thfe room or not> u he choge Here the smallest trace of it. Now my trouble is
ened to a very keen chopping edge. I con- One solution which I would like to offer is is what my correspondent had to say about that I haven't a decent cap to my name.
sider it a privilege to write this column, and the detailing of four or five rats each after- thftt
So if youve got one that doesn't look like
„Any hofior . y^m u bound to f^ when your own, look UNDER the hatband. If my
hope to get the cooperation of both students noon to serve on hall detail in the Senior Deand faculty in expressing my ideas on va- tachment barracks. It is probably too late the studfcnt i§ required to ^ honor4ble to name is sewed in there, return it to 1-239 and
to start that method this year, but why can t hig profefgor> and ^honorable to his fellow receive the reward of my eternal gratituderious and sundry topics.
it be instigated at the first of next semester? 4tUdehts. A ,tuflent wanti to ^ respected I can't promise anything else.
~
These columns for the next year will
The freshmen have to go on hall detail on
not be directed at any certain individuals,
their respective companies, and it wouldn't
but rather at policies with which I dismatter to them how they were detailed. One
agree. Attempting to be impartial, 1 shall
freshman from each of four companies could
try to look at both sides of a question bebe put on this detail for a week, and then anfore setting forth these ideas.
other company could furnish a man, rotating
Mr L«lUy B«*r
each week so that each company would tut
Fate of 1951 "Old Soldiers"
do you find it here?"
Rumors have really been circulating be losing but one freshman. The fact stands Here we go on our last column while a fourth at bridge is im- "How
Host: "Walk right up the
that this would not cause any extra work and if the editor will keep his portant, a fifth will usually conaround the campus concerning what fate ■t ~ ^*,..^^«. .*A »«.,u l*. v^.nriwi «.«, Aaciltt little blue pencil in his desk, it tribute more jovialty to it.
stairs, second door on your left.'
awaits the "old soldiers" of 1951, or to be for anyone, and could be handled very easily. should ^ £orth ^^ Jf ft

Old Soldiers Are Neglected; Solution
Offered; Senior Project Needs Help

gof4 ?**m 0Me* GdUqi %*f4

more accurate, the ROTC students whb complete the required number of semesters in
military science. I've heard that they will
be required to meet all formations, live on a
company, and many other forms of torture.
Official word has been received that the
Senior Detachment will be continued, and
that no change is evident at the present. As
the situation stands now, these old greybearded warriors live in a part of a barracks
and meet only TAPS. No other formations
are met, and most important, they do not
have to wear a uniform. Rooms of course
are cleaned for a daily inspection, but I don't
think that the present members of the detachment object to that. No other method
of dealing with this problem would steem
very plausible, and the officials have expressed the opinion that the situation is being well handled.
It is very fitting that these students should
be allowed these privileges after participating in eight semesters of rising before the
birds, and retiring almost with the setting
of the sun. Probably the only "gripe" that
the present group has is that they do not get
adequate "rat service." All of them rate
this service, and they do have their rooms
cleaned each morning by detailed freshmen.
But after these freshmen leave, they don't
return at all during the day, and if the old
soldier discovers that he is in dire need of
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''I'm going to love you until
isn't, you'll know who to blame.
Taken from a test paper in Kngthe cows come home."
It has been a lot of fun and. if you lish 204:
"Okay, but never mind petting
A „«™, ^i.«»j*-. i.,„Vr «# .^.nn.. Koo h»»n fuy and gals have gotten as
"A morality play is one in
A very definite lack of response has been ^ laufh/out of it „ we ^^ which the characters are goblins, the calves in the meantime."

Seniors Show Little Interest

shown toward the 1950 Class Project so far.
Very few gfeniors have been down to the Y to
discuss the insurance plan with the repreaen,
tatives, but the few that have seem to be
showing an interest. In brief, the project
concerns the taking out of an insurance
policy and turning over the dividends to the
class fund. The one thousand dollar policy
would pay the dividend ($100) to the college
in twenty years, and each senior who did not
take out a policy would be solicited for $5
each
twentv years
vears to
to matcn
match tne
the in
ineach vear
year for
tor twenty
Svirance dividends. At the end Ot tniS period, the fund should contain about fifty
thousand dollars. This much money could
definitely be put to a good use at Clemson.

I believe that the seniors this year are really serious about their project and much work
has gone into it. Don't let this one fade ott
into nothingness too!

by Susan Manning
(Phone 8793)
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Sports Editor
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I know it will be of interest to
students and veterans with families to know that Kim and Frances Eskridge of Colonial Circle
are going to manage a hotel, formerly a wartime Army hospital,
in Myrtle Beach this summer.
We are all very glad to heai
that Karl Bindschedler is doing
nicely after undergoing a very
serious spinal operation at the
Greenville General Hospital. Karl
is expected home the first of next
week.
Young Susan Ellison spent last
week-end with her grandmother
in Seneca.
Prof, and Mrs. Alec Moss of
206 Ravenel Road announce the
birth of a son, Lawis. on April

efforts will have been to some ghosts, virgins, and other superavail. With us out of the way, natural characters,
^^S^pVper-from "Did that course in English help
your boy friend any?"
the journalistic point of view,

our

"No, he still ends every sentence
with a proposition."

24th at the Greenville General 6n the birth of a daughter.
Hospital.
Prof, and Mrs. J. R. Salley and
Sarah and Jim Rice visited her son, Rotie, visited their parents
mother who was ill at her home in Orangeburg last week-end.
in Bennettsville last week.
Happy Birthday wishes for this
Chris Cox, youngest son of week go to Mrs. Peter Anderson
Prof, and Mrs. James Cox, had a 6f Morrison Road and Anne Dufew of his neighborhood friend* vail of Berkshire Road.
in to help celebrate his fourth
Mrs. J. W. DuvalJ is visiting
birthday this Thursday.
her son and daughter-in-law, Bob
Mrs. Tom Hendricks of Rave- and Anne Duvall of 301 Berkshire
nel Road and Mrs. J. H. Langston Road for the week-end.
are giving a series of bridge parMrs. B. V. Kelly of Beckley, W.
ties at Mrs. Langston's ,TL™
home on Va., visited Betty and Ed BarriThursday afternoon,
neau last week.
night and Friday morning.
Jane and Rollie Hannah of 307
Willard and Margaret Bryson Berkshire Road announce the
of T-3 Barracks and Lyman, S. birth of a son, Glenn Edens of
C, are receiving congratulations April li.

The Veterans
Corner
Here are authoritative answers

^D/jf/fs/t
'

fi&ditttJl "Is that a picture of your girl from the Veterans Administration
to four questions of interest to
%,/nwvw* friend?"

By CHARLIE PACE

' T
manufacturers reach in their nev«
over
^««ling
^^battle
^^for^control ^
^eir presses? it used to be that
each company put out the same
*« did well. The only strict control they held was the contracts
that binded their recording artist, and the competitive basis for
Perhaps it could aid in the building of sales depended on the artists enfrom actual
the reception room that was the class pro- tirely. This is Itfarseems
that the
fact nowadays.
ject of last year's graduates. What hap- company with the biggest hole
pened to that one incidentally? His it in the center of the thinnest,
become a lost cause as many other projects smallest and slowest disc will
Win out in the end.
that are dreamed up around here but
What used to be a very ennever seem to get past the "drawing board" joyable hobby has turned into a
very complicated nightmare. It's
stage?
impossible to go out record shop-

(?aHCVuUH$ famfitu faufUt*

E. E. Holley
Business Manager
H. G. Love
News Editor

Professor Gives Opinion Of Honor
Plan; Has Anyone
Seen My Cap?
By HASSELL A. SIMPSON

ping without a technical knowledge of the operation of each

company's ingenious idea of how

t record should be made. You
would receive a blivvet in the
eye for even insinuating that you
wished to purchase a record without giving full details as to sine
color, RPM, twist of grooves and
the various and sundry technicalities.that go into our present day
canned music.
If you are a record collector
at heart, you can readily understand my plight. Without all the
fnbdern attachments that go along
with these inventions to hysteria
you are a null and void individual. It is impossible for people
with small apartments and little
houses to enjoy the pleasures
once offered by the standard
phonograph records—simply because there just isn't room to
get the necessary attachments for
playing the various assortment of
discs.
A well organized room with
hot and cold running AC and DC
current with a complicated control table for adjustable RPMs
tf 33 1-3, 45, 78, a regulated numidity control and a highly intricate device for controling horse
power are prerequisites to the all
round necessities for good listen
ing.
After you get all the attach(C*»*i»M«* M Pajt« S)

"Yes."
"She must be wealthy."

former servicemen:
Q. After I had mailed my last
NSLI premium by postal note, I
realized that I had failed to iden-

,A student
lame<

nurse at Roper com
P^
* tobent
the over
doctor
every
myself on the note. What
thethat
patient
to tify
she
shaii i do now?
A. You should write to VA at
hsten to his heart, his pulse «■
creased.
"What should I do?" she asked,
"Button your collar," was the
sage reply.
thin
"One
°ne thing
* x have Earned in
this life," aaid the drunk to his
companion, "is that you can't
trust a women with brown eyes."
"Heavens," cried the other,
"I've been married two years and
come to think about it, I don't
know the color of my wife's
eyes." He bolted from the bar
and rushed home where he discovered his wife asleep.
Creeping close, he lifted her
eyelid.
"Brown, by gosh!" he screamed,
Brown crawled out from under
the bed and said, "How the hell
did you know I was here?"

How We doing?
•
"What is a coolie?"
"A coolie is a quicky in
snow."
—:
He: "Something seems to
wrong with this engine. It .
She: "Don't be foolish, wait
we get off the main road."

the
be
. .
till

i^e understand the manufacturcertain feminine garments
are currentiy making only three
kinds. the Russian type, the Salvation Army type, and the Amer-

er6 of

ican type

Russian
the
the masses.
The
function of the Salvation Army
The
type .g t0 raige tot f»iien.
function 0f the American type is
to make maUntains out of molehulg_
The

furiction 0f

type is upiirt

You've all heard the one about
cannibal's daughter who
tne
liked the boys better when they
were stewed.
Guest (to host in J»*W WNM v

once giving the amount of the
postal note, the date and post office from which it was mailed as
well as your name, address and
policy number. In future pre-

mium payments on postal notes,

you should make sure you write
your name and address clearly on
the back of the note and your
policy number on the front.
Q. My husband who is now totally disabled, received a bad
conduct discharge. Is he barred
from receiving benefits from VA
because he was not honorably
discharged?
A. Under existing legislation, it
is.not necessary for a veteran to
have an honorable discharge in
order to be awarded VA benefits.
It is, however, necessary that the
discharge be under conditions
other than dishonorable.
Q. I am at present receiving
SI 5 monthly compensation.
If i
become permanently and totally
disabled for causes not.due to
service, will I be entitled to non
service pension?
A. Yes. Payment will be .made
to you under the benefit paying
the higher amount, if you are
otherwise eligible.
Q. 1 have been disabled ever
since my discharge from the Army
two years ago* but only recently
did I make application for cornpensation. If VA allows m;>
claim, will payment: be made retroactive to date Of my discharge?
A. No. The general rule with
reference to the effective date ot
award of compensation is that it
becomes effective as of the date of
the application. If application is
filed within one year from date
be
of discharge, the award may
made retroactive to date of discharge.
(Veterans wishing further
formation regarding -veterans'
benefits may have their questions
answered by contacting their
nearest VA office).
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Civilian Educators Pleased With ROTC

Cil!MS©iN (L <D LIL IE <& t

According To Survey By Field Officers

*--. P> f? E-SE-tOTSe—

SB
■?..-.

, that • groat many organizations be different.
OSCAR SAYS
lair* slad that "Bitchmore' threw
that he (Oscar) almost had a
Litt tha towel.
nervous breaddown trying to
T—OSCAR »AY«
th* Zaa "Country Club" Lip- make all the "proms' last weekIton Is about ready to break the end. Converse gets the nod for
I aeftl on the fifth he has been sav- having the best.
OSCAR SAYS
ing all through his four (?) years
that Peter Cook is still asking
at Clemson. Joe, you reckon you
won't take Harry's trumpet away if "Polly wants a cracker." Brother, she had one when she had
['from him?
you.
OSCAH SAYS—
OSCAR SAYSI ^that remiscing a bit, he (Osthat "Homer Dick" Jones is
Jcar) feels that he is falling down
Ion the job, because a lot of no- really being missed by a very
I table characters have been known cu-et Winthrop gal. "Homer
It* miss his column. He (Oscar) Dick," where are you?
OSCAR SAYS, .
hopes that things will improve.
that he (Oscar) wonders what
Perry Trakas has on his wall?
that many of the troops did
OSCAR SAYS
J get "that thing' this past week.
that if the new initiates into
He (Oscar) predicted that 10 the Scabbard and Blade are any
[times that many will get it after indication as to the caliber of the
gill the festivities of the Jr.-Sr. "brass" in the corps next year—
| are over.
then the troops have had hard
—OSCAR SAYS
luck . . . there are always a few
that tonight is the calm be- exceptions to every statement.
Ifore the storm. The troops are
—OSCAR SAYS
"He's no sad sack, he's no goon
sacking in tonight, but tomorrow
night may (and probably will) —He's the leader of the Senior

Platoon—Sweatman! Sweatman!!
Sweatman!!!" that; statement is
open for debate.
—OSCAR

SAYS—-

that "Dateless"' Deas is gonna
come through yet. All you Gotta
do, "Cat," is show her your lace
panties.
OSCAR

SAYS

that Lauren Andrews is
man at Columbia College.
is, on week-ends. Bythe
Lauren, do Carolina boys
a bed check?
OSCAR

"the"
That
way,
have

TPm Buthta. fauf&ik-

TAPS

fym, Gm#.<&tK4*>

"R-SR

: pleat Xeai'.Cb&ttvzU>

BALL
. —£*.■ r*. . ■"-—•——-.—..,.--.■■

SAYS

that "Lead Belly" Cromwell
seemed greatly perturbed when
he thought the Corps would be
left in less capable hands than
his. It's gonna kill you, Fatboy,
when you have to take a reduction in rank to enter the army.
OSCAR SAYS

that this will be "Took" Gandy's third Jr.-Sr. You planning
to go as a senior next year,
"Took"?
OSCAR SAYS

WELCOME TO
HARRY JAMES!!!!

CLEMSON,

Legion Auxiliary

Fred Lovelace Will

Alpha Phi Omega

I Plans Poppy Day

Head '51 Dairy Club

Continues Canvas

Poppy Day, sponsored yearly
| by the American Legion Auxilwill be observed in Clemson
Saturday, May 20.
Irs. F. C. Anderson is poppy
rman.
the American Legion Auxiliary
kt adopted the poppy as a MeVal Flower
after poppies
. ned in abundance on the batrounds of France in 1919.
_ poppies sold by the Auxpary are made by disabled vettans who are paid for each pop[py made. The materials for the
(poppies are furnished free by the
I Legion Department of the state
lift which they are made.
The poppies are sold by volunteer workers and all money reI ceived from their sale goes only
I for relief and rehabilitation for
I needy veteran families.

O. F. Lovelace, rising senior
from Prosperity, was named to
head the Dairy Club for 1950-51.
Lovelace succeeds John Wessinger as president.
J. M. Gaston, from Richburg,
.was named vice-president of the
club.
John C. Heustese from Winnsborough was elected secretary.
The Club's Annual Spring Social was planned for Tuesday,
May 23. At this time the new
officers will be installed.

Alpha Phi Omega has announced that its annual drive for
th ecollection of overdue library
books is progressing very successfully.
Over 240 books have been collected . by club members in the
room to room canvas. All books
have been returned to the college
library where they will be returned to the shelves for use to all.
Next week the club plans to
canvass the veterans barracks for
any additional books/ No fines
will be charged for the books collected.
Any one who wishes to have
overdue books collected for return to the library is asked to
contact the chairman of the book
drive, Dick Boyd, room 1-373.

Junior Y Council
Elects Officers

Officers were elected for the
Junior "Y" Council at a meeting
C&R
held last Friday night. These
men will serve for the first semes(Continued from Page 1)
CLEMSON, S. C.
ter of next year.
Now—are we, the students, doNamed
to
serve
were:
Nolan
ling our part? Maybe the followFRIDAY, SATURDAY
Barnett, agricultural education
ing will heli) you to decide.
May H, 13
major
of
Greer
as
president;
Did you know that 30 men
are employed, their sole job be- James Turner, textile manufac'DAUGHTER OF
ing to take care of the grounds turing major of Spartanburg, as
at Clemson? Two of these men vice president; George Pittman,
ROSIE O'GRADY'
Spend 9 1-2 hours a day, 5 1-2 animal husbandry major of MyrJune Haver
days a week picking up paper tle Beach, as secretary-treasurer;
that we carelessly scatter about. Leroy Shaw, arts and sciences
in
Technicolor
At 75 cents an hour, this adds major of Marion, as chaplain.
The
"Y"
council
acts
as
a
planup to a considerable sum, over
$4,000 in a year's time, surely ning board for "Y" sponsored stuMONDAY, TUESDAY
enough for a scholarship or dent activities and l*s been responsible for many -services ofMay 15,16
two.
fered to the students.
Student destruction (vandal'CHEAPER BY THE
ism) of school property adds up
to a phenomenal amount each Platter Chatter
DOZEN'
year. One graduating class alone
(Continued from Page 2)
Clifton Webb
cost the college over $3,000 in repairs. This wanton waste of ments for FM, AM and PM or any
in Technicolor
r
school funds could well be used other time of day you wish to
*
*for improvements in our labora- have some relaxed listening, you
WED.-THURS.
tories and the pus«*iasing of new have to consider the correct type
equipment, or over the period of needle and its SOP. You can't
May 17,18
a few years, even be sufficient use an ordinary needle. No, sir!
for the erection of a new build- It's got to be a diamond tipped,
'TICKET TO
ing.
imported rhinoceros tusk or the
The Service Division man- thorns off the Lower Slobobia
TOMAHAWK'
. ages, through constant effort, rose bush before a sound will isAnne Baxter
to keep abreast of tV thought- sue forth.
Dan Daily
less acts of some students, by
There seems to be a great rush
repairing and replacing marred to see who can outdo the other
in Technicolor
and broken equipment.
among the record builders and
Thanks are due this group of woe be the day that one comes
yolkers who continue to make out so thin that you can hear
WATCH FOR
[life more pleasant for the students both sides at once or comes in
[by keeping our campus in a state ten digestible colors.
'FRANCIS'
pf cleanliness and order.
For me, I'll stick to my Edison
COMING SOON
Our cooperation would add cylinders.
Igreatly in reducing costs of up[keep and beautifying even fur' ther, an already beautiful Clem[ son.
It would be a fine move if some
club or group would undertake
the sponsoring of a campaign
GREENVILLE, S. C.
for campus clean up and protection of school property.
- Such a movement has been
engineered at the University of
Quality Apparel For Young Men
South Carolina with marked
success. Trash cans are placed
at convenient spots over the
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
campus, painted with Clemson
eoloSs, and tagged, "Feed the
Tiger.' Don't you think we
should return the compliment?

CLEMSON
THEATRE

•

Mu, flefiM. MZJ&KS

L . "' MAY

TnmMimun^Ceu.

MiiiTKa^fifanmm- ftslgi^ifAmfuon,

12*13, 195Q '"* CLElMS(Dm EBEtBJHfiMUSfct"

These seven attractive young ladies will sponsor for staff members of TAPS, Clemson student annual publication, at the Taps-Junoor Senior Ball this week-end at Clemson College. Top row,
Miss Barbara Sawtelle of the University of Cincinnati and Toledo, Qhio, for Business Manager Bill
Ashley; Miss Ann Lewis of Converse College and Spartanburg for Editor Jeff McMahan; and Miss
Rose Caldwell of Greenville for Chief Photographer Charles Kennemore. Bottom row: Mrs .John
McLainof Six Mile for Classes Editor John McLain; Miss Margie McCoy of Travelers Rest for
Managing Editor LeLand Cooper; Miss Barnie Manning of the University of South Carolina and
Columbia for Advertising Manager Tony Bowman; and Mrs. Sybil Thompson of Charlotte, N. C,
for Photographer Ted Thompson. Harry James and his Orchestra will provide the music for the
public two dance series Friday and Saturday nights.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

In Person
AT A FREE COKE PARTY

Friday, May 12,4:30 P.M.

FREE COKES... JOHN »" LEE S

FREE EATS

RECORD CENTER
On the Square

Anderson, S. C.

Cut,Flowers — Corsages —Pot Plants

ROYAL ACRES FLORIST
Seneca Road

Clemson, S. C.

INCORPORATED

FROM INDEPENDENT CONSULTING LABORATORY REPORT

These scientific tests are confirmed independently
by a consulting laboratory with more than 15 years1
experience in cigarette research.
■f
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"Based on our analytical
findings, it is our opinion
that lucky Strike cigarettes
are the mildest of the six
major brands tested,"

Bill
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JANET BLAIR says: "I srrwke Luckies—they're

always smooth and mildV
AND,SMOKERS-LUCKIES' FINE, LIGHT, NATURALLY

You Are Invited to Meet

Harry James

program is high, (3) the majority
of instructors consulted are definitely in favor of the present
three year branch type instruction which was initiated by the
OGAFF at the beginning of the
current academic year, (4).training observed varied from satisfactory to superior, (5) training
programs were being implefiiented as prescribed and sufficient
training equipment is generally
on hand, (6) instructor personnel,
both officer and enlisted, ;-~a r e
well equipped for this type oi
duty, and (7) physical facilities
available are generally adequate
and several institutions have plans
to provide; more ample facilities
to the ROTC units than no\? afforded when current • plant expansion plans are completed.
On the itinerary > of the Third
Army area ROTC units visited
were at the following .schools:
North Carolina State, Raleigh, N.
C.;-Davidson College, Davidson,
N. C; Clemson College, Clemson,
S. C; Mercer University, Macon, Ga.; Acadamy of Richmond
County, Augusta, Ga;, and The
Citadel, Charleston, S. C. '

TIFIC TESTS PROV
LUCKY STRIKE MILDER
THAN ANY OTHER
PRINCIPAL BRAND

•

L

Civilian educators in OTC institutions are generally well satisfied with the current training
program and with military personnel serving as instructors, according to Army Field Forces officers who recently inspected
OTC in the Third Army Area.
Visits to Third Army Area
ROTC units were made during
February and March by Col. J.
B. Rasback and Lt. Col. J, L.
Chabot, representing the G-3
(Training) Section, Office, Chief,
Army Field Forces, Fort Monroe,
Va. Included in their tour were
colleges, universities, and secondary schools throughout North
and South Carolina and Georgia.
During the visits, officers surveyed the facilities of such units,
witnessed classes and drills in
session, and conferred informally
with ROTC personnel and institutional heads.
The visits revealed that v(l)
civilian educators are well satisfied with the current training programs and with military personnel on duty at their respective
institution, (2) student interest
in and reception to the ROTC

MILD TOBACCO IS A GOOD REASON WHY—

There's never a rough puff
in a Lucky
L&/MF.T —lucky &toike Afean* fine 7b6aceo
W

Core. TWf AMHtCAN TO«A£C© COMMIT

So round, so firm, so fully packed —so free and easy on the draw
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Tiaers Take Final Gam
Malhew$r Hendley Star At Bal For Tigs;
Hughes Gains Fourth Win In Relief
In a game frequented with disputes, Clemsons hard hitting Tigers overcame a three run deficit in the top of the
ninth inning to defeat the puny Purple Hurricane of Furman. Although Bill Ford started for the Bengals and pitched most of the way, he had to be relieved in the bottom of the
eighth frame by Bob Hughes who received credit for his

By DICK RAINE

fourth win of the year. Ray Mathews, Dick Hendley, and
FURMAN STILL HASNT GOT IT
Gene Aughtry led the Tigers at bat.
Well, despite the poor officiating and the use of cheap, The Hornets scorec} twice
in*
old balls by Furman, the Tigers walloped the Purples for the initial frame as Ford's wildthe fourth straight time. You know, it does look like Fur- ness once again began to show.
man could break down and buv baseballs that have a little However,
the promising Tiger
quality. By the time the ninth frame rolled around the base- southpaw held the Purples in
ball situation became critical. Coach Cox used one of Clem- check for the next three innings.
son's new balls since the condition of the balls Furman (the It was not until the fifth stanza
home team furnishes the balls) had become too botched up to that the Bengals could retaliate
as Furman hurler Don Smith held
use. All in all, Clemson proved they had the better team the big Tiger bats to two hits in
despite the difficulties brought on by the unfortunate um- the first four frames. Then with
piring. Furman might as well admit that they can't beat the one out, Hendley got on on an erTigers on the diamond in any way, shape, size, or form. Bet- ror. Ford drew a walk, and Knoeter luck next year, fellows!
bel was called out on a disputed
The entire team deserves the credit for the "Fooman* third strike. Mathews loaded the
win. Mathews and Hendley were the top hitters, both get- bases by getting on on the catchting three base blows in five trips to the plate. Gene Augh- er's interference. Angley came
try tied the game up in the top of the ninth with a slashing through with a single to center to
double down the left field line. Aughtry scored what proved score two runs. Culberson's single also sent a pair of runners
to be enough for the victory on Dick Hendley's hit.
across the platter for the Tigers.
Hendley Knocks in winning Run
Coach Cox's men proved that they were a team of

top caliber overcoming the Purples' 7 to 4 lead. It takes
a team destined for the Conference to turn in a victory
like that. Furman became a little too over-confident in
the ninth. In fact, the scoreboard keeper was so confident that he put an automatic "goose egg" for the Tigers
in the top half of the ninth and went home. One of these
years Furman's "unfortanate Wind" will realize that
they've been playing out of their league all these years.
It is getting to the point where all the Clemson students
and supporters are getting bored with the Weak resistance offered by "Fooman". I would like to end my comments on the Breeze by saying "The Furman eleven gave
the Clemson nine splendid opposition for eight full innings of play."
TIGERS ARE SHAPING THEIR CLAWS
FOR THE GAMECOCKS
Monday and Tuesday's series with Carolina will likely
decide the Big Four baseball title for 1950. If the Tigs can
get by the other weak sister of the Big Four, Citadel, this
weekend and at least split the two games with Carolina,
then the Big Four will be ours. However, we'll have to take
both games with the Chickens in order to finish at least second in the Southern division of the Conference.
Last Friday in Columbia, Carolina elected "Miss
Baseball for 1950." After the winner was presented to
the crowd, "Miss Clemson" was escorted onto the field.
"Miss Clemson," as you can well imagine, was a "Cow".
This was just one of several events in which the Carolina students or pupils, as the case may be, ridiculed our
alma mater. I think it would only be fitting for us to
give them a welcome on the same lines. I'm sure it
would go over big with the Gamecocks. I understand
Coach Cox wrote a letter to Coach Petoskey of Carolina
telling him to be sure that all his players have their ears
well stuffed with cotton. Perhaps we should give the
U. S. C. boys a few demonstrations in which a gamecock takes part. The Carolina players onghta get a real
bang out of it.

Furman countered with two
runs in the fifth, a single marker in the sixth, and a pair of
tallies in the eighth frame.
Then with the Purples leading:
7 to 4 going into the top of the
ninth inning, the Bengals received an inspiration
from
somewhere. For, with one out,
Mathews, Angley, and Culbcrson got consecutive singles to
score oat run.
Deanhardt's
long fly scored another, and
Gene Aughtry came through in
fine fashion to tie the ball
game up with a line drive double down the left field line.
McKay drew a walk, and Hendley drove in the winning tally
with another double to send the
winning: tallies across the platter.
Bob Hughes continued
the slaughter of Smith's pitches
by getting a one bagger. Knoebel got his first hit of the
game ,and Mathews collected
his second bingle of the inning to drive in the seventh
run of the inning.
The box scores:
Clemson
Knoebel, If
Mathews, cf
Angley, rf
Culberson, ss
.
Deanhardt, lb
Aughtry, 2b _.
McKay, 3b -_ .
Hendley, c __
Ford, p
_
Totals

ab
6
5
....6
5
5
5
4
5
3
.45 11 15

igars Currently
Holding Down 3rd
Place In Conf. Race
By splitting their two game
set with Carolina's Gamecocks,
the hard hitting men from Tigertown dropped from second to
third place in the Southern Division standings of the Southern
Conference. If the Tigers
can
come through in their remaining
four loop tilts, they can easily tie
Wake Forest or N. C. State. While
second place Wake Forest must
take on the league leaders in
State, Clemson should have a
comparatively easy time with The
Citadel and
the
surprisingly
strong Gamecocks, who are now
occupying the fourth position in
the Southern Division. The present plans call for a play-off between the two division champs
some time in May to determine the
Southern Conference Championship, which was claimed last year
by Wake Forest. The two division
champions also qualify to enter
the NCAA play-offs in Charlotte
in early June. In the Northern
Division, Virginia Tech is leading with a record of 5-1, closely
followed by George Washington
who has a 6-2 mark.
The standings, including Saturday night's games:
South. Div.
W L Pet. R O.R.
9 2 .818 69 50
N. C. State
9 3 .750 105 37
Ware Forest
3 .727 124 65
CLEMSON
4 .667 110 59
S. Carolina
4 .638 79 107
Furman
7 9 .438 91 103
Duke
1 8 .300 38 87
N. Carolina
2 11 .154 72 145
Davidson
0 10 .000 38 103
The Citadel
W L Pet. R OR.
North. Div.
5 1 .833 56 30
Va. Tech „ ..

Carolina will be Clemson's main objective. The Gamecocks have plenty of speedy dash men. Tommie Wbodlie,
who breaks 10 seconds every time he does the "century run,"
will be the favorite in that event. Presbyterian also has an
over-abundance of speed demon talent. P. C, by the way,
should be instrumental in helping the Tigers due to their
strength in the dashes.
If the Tigers can come through on the cinders Saturday
and take the Big Four in baseball, then they'll have completely dominated the major spring sports. Let's hope they
will be successful in both of them.
Let's all back the baseballers this weekend in their two
game series with The Citadel. The Tigers didn't have too
much trouble in taking two from The Citadel in Charleston
some weeks back, but anything can happen in a ball game,
even when we're playing The Citadel.
Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C

In the April 27, 1950 issue of
The Tiger an article on IPTAY
stated that some of the IPTAY
money is used for the upkeep of
the Stadium and other athletic
fields. This is incorrect, as the
money is used for athletic scholarships. The school is responsible for the upkeep of the stadium
grounds.

J. W. Holcomb Given
Naval Aviator's Wings
Lieutenant John W. Holcomb,
USN, former Clemson student,
was designated a naval aviator
on April 28. He was presented
his wings at a ceremony
conducted by Captain J. B
Dunn,
Commanding Officer of the Naval
Air Station, Corpus
Christe,
Texas.
A graduate of Columbia High
School in 1939, Lt. Holcombe attended
Clemson
College
for
three' years prior to enlisting in
the Navy.
Former duty stations were Boudoin College (Pre Radar), MIT
(Advanced Radar), Naval Air
Station, Pensacola, Fla.

Educational Majors To
Meet At YMCA
The Clemson chapter of Iota
Lambda Sigma will sponsor a
meeting of all industrial education majors tonight at seven
Geo. Wash.
Maryland
Wash. & Let
Richmond
Wil. & Mary
Va. Military

6
4
3
3
2
1

2
3
4
4
6
4

.750
.571
.429
.429
.250
.200

60
40
34
37
46
27

39
29
34
43
71
54

Coach Walter Cox, Tiger diamond mentor, is sho vn abo--c having a few liarsh rvords with the behind-the-plate ump during the Furman tilt. Tiger first baseman Luke Deanhardt looks on, whole
backstopper Dick Hendley gazes away In disgust.
o'clock in the clubroom number;
one of the Clemson YMCA. Practical teachers are also cordially
invited to the meeting.
Refreshments will be served.

Clemson's Jr-Sr and Mother's Day
Guests Welcome at

STONE BROTHERS
The Best in Good Food

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

ANDERSON, S. C.

Greenville, S. C.

DAVENPORTS
2

Furman
ah r h e
Rogers, ss
...
4 2 10
Watson, rf
2 1 0 0
Kerr, If
4 0 11
Ward, 2b
1 0 0 0
McDowell, 2b-lf
3 0 0 1
Davis, lb
_
4 0 0 1
Landreth, cf
4 2 3 0
Evington, c
3 10 1
Stafford, 3b
4 0 2 1
Smith, p
. 3 10 0

P. C. 251-2-11-2

i

Correction

Clemson Men
Are Always
Welcome at

CINDERMEN LEAVE TOMORROW FOR STATE MEET
Coach Rock Norman will take his defending champion Totals
32 7 7 5
Tiger trackers down to Clinton tomorrow for the annual Clemson
000 040 007—11
State track meet. Last year the Bengals walked off with Furman _ .
200 021 020— 7
top honors, but this year's meet may find the Tigers having a
great deal more trouble in winning the meet.
|TI
, f
||
The absence of miler Bob Rayle was the difference be-| llflW UOflClS UOWll
tween victory and defeat last week in our meet with Davidson. Bob missed the event because of an Arts and Science
graduate exam. If Bob is able to repeat his other dual meet
competition performances record, then the State mile cham- Clemson's golfers ended their
pionship will be his. Coach Norman has nothing to fear in regular season last Friday with
the two mile if McKay's 10:29 performance last week with an easy 25 1-2 to 1 1-2 victory
Davidson is any indication of what he's going to do in Satur- off Presbyterian's Blue Hose
linksmen.
day's finals.
Coach Norman seems to believe that the State track
tourney may go to Clemson by some two points or we
may lose the meet by some two points. The Tigers will
probably win with 57 points or finish second with a total
of 55 points, according to Coach Norman's speculations.

urman aeries

Billy Delk and John Rees, both
of Clemson, tied for medalist
honors with 70, a two under par
on the Boscobel course.
The summary:
John Rees (Clemson) defeated
Bland, 3-0; Billy Delk defeated
Eadens, 3-0.
Best ball won by
Clemson 3-0.
Skip Alexander defeated West,
2 1-2 to 1-2; "DonJuan" McKinney
defeated Cunningham, 3-0. Best
ball won by Clemson 3-0.
Joe Chapman won over Upchurch, 3-0; Warren Bethel defeated Angelo, 2-1. Best ball,
Clemson 3-0.

One of the
South's Leading
Clothiers For
College Men

DAVENPORTS
207 N. Main St.
GREENVILLE

PENDLETON
THEATRE

Major Afathan Adams, /laAurrf W
Persotme/Manager, (/.S.4/rforce

"The Little Theatre With the
Big Hits"
PHONE 3341
Thurs-Fri., May 11-12

'JOLSON SINGS
AGAIN'
Saturday, May 13

'RANGER OF
CHEROKEE STRIP'
LATE SHOW

'SIDE STREET'

A top scholar and ROTC Honor Graduate,
Cadet Lt. Col. Nathan Adams enjoyed
his final military ball in 1940, soon left
for Fort Sill's Field Artillery School.

Following a three month course, Lt.
Adams decided the Air Force was the place
for him. He applied for pilot training, was
accepted, proceeded to Maxwell Field.

He won his wings and reported to the 36th
Fighter Group in Puerto Rico. The group
soon returned to the States, giving Adams
a chance to marry his college sweetheart.

Within months Adams wasoverseas, flying
"rhubarbs" (missions against enemy
transport). He flew 63 P-47 missions within seven months, returned to the States
late in 1944 for rest and recuperation.

V-J D,ay came, and Adams decided to
make the service a career. He choose personnel work as his career field, was assigned for training to the Adjutant General's School at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia.

Now a regular Air Force Major, he heads
a 32-man section at Boiling Air Force
Base. He advises his Commanding Officer
on selection, assignment and promotion of
all officers and airmen in the command.

Mon.-Tues., May 15-16

'THE FIGHTING
KENTUCKIAN'
Wednesday, May 17

'CHICAGO
DEADLINE'

SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT
THE CLEMSON "Y"
May 11—On the Town—Gene Kelly—25c
May 11—Bengal Lancer—20c
May 12—On the Town—25c
May 12—Chain Lightning—Humphrey Bogart
May 13—Dancing in the Dark
May 15—Mark of the Gorilla—Weismuller
May 15—Willie Conies Marching Home
May 16—Malaya—James Stewart, S. Tracy
May 17—Stampede
May 18-19-20—The Navadan—Randolph Scott
Occasionally we will have a 9e picture or a 17c picture
with 3c tax.

If you are/single, between the ages of 20 and 26'/2,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Bose or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Att: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C

U.

S.

AIR

FORCE

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS*
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Clemson Splits Series With South Carolina Birds
Sportfacts
in

Focus

By CHARLES MEIBURG
It seems to be turn about fair play down at Columbia
last week-end as the Tigers and the Gamecocks split theii
two game series, Clemson taking the first game 14-5 and
dropping the second 10-2. In winning the initial title, the
Bengals took their eighth Southern Conference victory, while
the loss in the second game dropped the Tigers to third place
in the Southern Division standings. The Gamecocks used
five pitchers against Clemson the first day in an attempt to
halt the heavy hitting Bengals, but on the next day, Faircloth, who had started Friday's tilt, held the Tigers to two
runs on ten hits. Ford, who relieved Baker in the first game
and received credit for the win, held the Birds in check, while
Griffith and Kea proved to be less effective in Saturday's
game as Bob Hughes came on in the seventh frame to hold
the Gamecocks scoreless.
FORD AND KNOEBEL STAR IN WIN
In the first of the two games with Carolina, Roger
Baker started but had to be relieved in the third frame.
Bill Ford came on to hold the Birds to three runs over the
last six innings. In winning his sixth game of the year,
"Lefty" Ford struck out ten of the Gamecock batters.
The batting star of the game was "Knobby" Knoebel
[on .
once again, for the Bengal leftfielder hit for the circuit,
\ 1
rapping out a single, a double, a triple, and a home run
|cht
r
in five trips to the plate. In addition to this, "Knobby"
fir. drove four tallies across the platter and added another
Imor
bloc stolen base to his ever-growing total of pilfered sacks.
|tleg Rightfielder Doug Angley also hit well for the Tigers,
/ collecting a triple and a pair of singles in five times at
bat and driving in a duo of markers.
HOORAY??? FOR FURMAN
Well, Furman finally game Clemson a good game. For
the first time this year the Purple Hurricane, which has just
about blown out, made Clemson strain themselves just a
mite to win their ninth Conference victory. While Furman
needed the help of the umpires, they did manage to lead the
Tigers for the first time since last year in the first inning of
the game last Tuesday. However, the Bengals seemed to become inspired in the ninth inning when they tallied seven
times to subdue the Hornets, umpires and all .

CONFERENCE CONTROL OF UMPS?
Speaking of the Furman game and the umpires, I
would like to suggest a plan which might raise the standards of the officiating of Southern Conference baseball games. This plan would follow the general plan
of the basketball officiating, in that all the umpires
would be assigned to games by the Southern Conference
Commissioner, who is yet to be named. The umpires
would have to meet certain standards, keeping up with
all the new rule changes. Then the Commissioner would
assign the arbiters to all games involving Conference
members.

LOOKING AHEAD TO CAROLINA
On the recent invasion of Columbia in which the Bengals split with the Gamecocks, Clemson was greeted with
much enthusiasm, or maybe razzing is a better word. I'm
sure the Gamecock baseballers would appreciate some of the
same, so let's turn out in force Monday and Tuesday to boost
the Tigers into the Big Four and State championship.
HUGHES SAVES FURMAN GAME, WINS FOURTH
With men on first and third, Bob Hughes came on to
put out the fire against Furman last Tuesday. He caused one
man to hit into a double play and another he struck out to
end a two run eighth inning for the Purples. Then in the
top of the ninth, the Bengals came back to score seven times
to give the win to "Birddog" Hughes, his fourth of the year.
IPTAY DRIVE STILL ON
The IPTAY membership drive is still going strong,
but contributions and memberships will be accepted all
year long. However, don't forget those precious Carolina and Furman football tickets which will be rationed
two to a membership.
HERE AND THERE
We see where Joe Landrum, who lost his first two games
for Fort Worth of the Texas League, has captured his second
win of the season for the league-leading 'Cats. Here's hoping Joe's arm trouble has left him and he will soon be back
on the victory road that led him to be picked as the Most
Valuable Player of the year in the Texas circuit. .. Joe Hozie,
who pitched for Clemson in 1947 along with Landrum, also
won his second game of the year for the Greenville Spinners
(Sally League—Class "A" in a relief role. Hazle, who now
has a record of two games won and three games lost, gave up
but one run in five innings of relief work . . . Bobby (Schoolboy) Gage, whom most of you Clemson followers remember
for his gridiron feats of two years past, is at the present time
living in Clemson and working in one of the local mills. Gage
signed his 1950 contract with the Pittsburgh Steelers, with
whom he played in 1949, and right now has his sights set on
returning to that city to continue his pro career.

Knoebel, Angley Lead Tiger Batters;
Ford Strikes Out Ten Birds In Relief

Tigers Use Three
Hurlers In Loss

The hard hitting charges of
Coach Walter Cox connected for
fourteen hits off five Carolina
hurlers to defeat the Gamecocks
14 to 5. For Clemsan, Baker
started but had to be relieved in
the third frame by "Lefty" Bill \
Ford, who received credit for the I
win. "Knobby" Knoebel led the;
Bengal batting attack by rapping
out four hits in five times at bat.
The fiery Tiger left fielder hit
for the circuit, driving in four ;
runs and pilfering another base.
The Birds jumped to an early
lead in the first inning by tallying a single marker. Then in the
top of the second, the Bengals
came back strong to score twice.
Aughtry led off the frame by
drawing a free ticket to first. After McKay struck out, Hendley
singled. Baker flied out to the
right fielder, and the* Knoebel
delivered the big blow of the inning, a long triple scoring Aughtty
and Hendley. Mathews ended the
stanza by grounding out to the
third baseman.
After Carolina tied the same
up in the bottom half of the
same frame and both teams
went runless in the third, the
Tigers went ahead to stay by
tallying four runs in the fourth
inning. As the lead-off batter
of the stanza, McKay poped to
the catcher. Hendley struck
out, and Ford was issued a base
on balls. Knoebel thf\ rapped
out a single, and Mathews did
likewise, driving in Ford with
the first run of the frame.
Camp hit Angley to load the
sacks, and Culberson, by drawing a base on balls, drove home
another Tiger tally. Deanhardt
came through with a timely hit
to send two runs across the
plate and put the Tigers out in
front to stay. The bases were
loaded again as Aughtry walked, but McKay ended the inning by striking out.

South Carolina's Gamecocks
evened the count with the Tiger
baseball nine Saturday afternoon
when they downed the Bengals in
Columbia, 10-2.
The Tigers were never back in
the ball game after Carolina sent
6 runners scampering across the.
plate in a wild second inning. The
Bengals were able to push across
single markers in the 3rd and 5th
frames but could not get to Bird
hurler Grady Faircloth for anything more. Faircloth held the
Clemson crew to 10 well scattered singles.
"Nig" Griffith started for Clemson but retired in favor of Hugh
Kea in the bottom of the second.
Griffith gave up only 4 base
knocks but was a little too free
with bases on balls. A couple oi
untimely Clemson errors hurl
him, too. After walking two batters in the second, it looked like
"Nig" might pull out of the hole,
but an error by Ken Culberson.
one of the few the Tigs short
stop has made all season, let in i
run and the Carolina rally waf
on. After 5 more runners hadr
scored, Coach Cox called on Kea
to come in and put out the fire.
Kea was effective until the
seventh when the Birds again
broke loose and tallied four times.'
KeKa only gave up 5 hits in the..:
5 frames that he worked, bul.
again the inability to find the"
plate cost the Tigers runs. "Bird-'
dog" Hughes relieved Kea in the
eighth and went the rest of the
way without allowing any more
runs.
Tiger centerfielder Ray Mathr
ews and Fred Knoebel garnered
two safeties each, and Ken Cul-'
berson also picked up a couple of
safe blows.

GAS FILTERS
SPEEDOMETER CABLES
AIR CLEANERS
Seneca, S. C.

By
GEORGE FACCHIN
When the familiar sight of pigskins flying through the air is
again upon us, we will hear those
familiar phrases: "that magnificent run," "that spectacular kick,"
"that terrific block," and so on.
Without such grand doings by the
players a football game wouldn't
be much.
Here and now, however, we
would like to chat about those individuals who never make the
headlines; those individuals who
are the unsung heroes on college
gridirons all over the country.
These are the cheerful, friendly,
and well-liked fellows who not
only play their hearts out, but
who are compeded to learn twice
as much as the regulars, for they
must understand the plays, strate-:

Clemson centerfielder, Ray Mathews, heads for third base in the torrid ninth inning of Monday's
Furman game at Meadowbrook Park in Greenville. The Tigers overcame a 7 to 4 deficit in the
final frame by tallying seven runs to blast the hapless Hurricane 11 to 7 and make a complete sweep
of the four-game series.

much of a setback for the Tiger
Cubs, and even though they were
able to get men on the bases
time after time they could not
quite get a single at the right
time.
Brown of Clemson, playing 3rd
base,
sparked as he came up with
Clemson's
Baby
Bengals
dropdown a ninth inning uprising to
one smooth play after the other
ped
their
second
game
of
the
gain a 7 to 5 victory over Greento show promise of a future great
ville High here at Tigertown. U season here Saturday when they on the varsity line.
was the third win for the Cubs in dropped a hard fought 5-3 con
test to Georgia's freshmen. This Georgia
004 000 001—5 5 1
Cour outings.
was the little Tiger's 2nd defeat Clemson
001 000 101—3 5 1
The Baby
Bengals pushed in games to date.
Both hurlers, Marion Thompson
cross four runs in the first, two
Roberts and Hall; Thompson
rames. Single runs were coun- for Clemson and Jackie Roberts and McLaurin.
for the Bullpups, allowed only
tered in the fifth, sixth, and five well scattered hits, but an ergy, and tactics of the opposition ei hth
Hustle and fortune awaits you;
ror by one of the Cubs set off a Shirk and defeat is sure;
which is to be encountered week S
innings.
O'Brien received credit for the big fourth inning for the Georgia For there's no chance
after week. For this grueling
KNOEBEL HOMERS
Clemson
001 010 000— 2 10
three months, they seek no per- win although he received help nine which resulted in four runs. Of deliverance
Knobby" Knoebel highlighted sonal reward or glory, but are
This lead in itself proved too For the chap who can't endure.
Carolina _ .. 060 000 40x—10 J2,
from
Gibson.
Crossland
went
the
the fifth frame with his third content to enjoy and derive satishome run of the year Then in faction in the knowledge that distance for the Red Raiders and
the eighth inning, the Bengalsj their team has won and they have was charged with the defeat.
batted around once again as ; contributed to their, teams' win-1 Greenville High had men on
twelve men stepped up to the | nings. Because these men seem- second and third with two out in
•platter. Angley started things ingly serve an unimportant role the ninth frame when Charlie
rolling with a booming triple on the surface, they nevertheless Carter blasted a terrific drive to
Culberson sent him scampering have a background which, in deep centerfield, but Clemson's
home with one base knock, and many cases, exceeds the more great frosh outfielder, Jim Darlthen the Tiger shortstop promptly publicized players.
ing, made a sensational catch that
stole second. Deanhardt drew a
Let's chat about one of these retired the side and ended the
free pass to first. Aughtry follow- lesser known individuals. Head game.
ed with a single, scoring Culber- Coach Frank Howard calls this
Box scores:
son and sending Deanhardt to one particular athlete "an indi- Clemson
h
ab
third. On a wild pitch, Dean- vidual who has ! got more spirit,
0
_.5
hardt tallied and Aughtry went more courage in competition than Jordan, 2b __ —
1
to second. McKay walked, and most athletes at Clemson. "If all Herlong, ss
1
_.5
Jenkins,
If
Hendley grounded out to the third my football players had the cour1
—4
baseman, advancing the two run- age this one boy has, we couldn't Darling, cf — —
—4
0
ners along. Ford drew a base on miss having a good season every McClaurin, c —
0
__3
balls to fill the bases, and Knoe- year." This athlete is Albert Wil- Brown, 3b
1
—3
Failes,
rf
_
bel got credit for a run batted in lis. For three long sea^ins Willis,
2
_..2
as he was hit by the pitcher. better known as "Buba" or "Rab- Thompson, lb —
..-2
1
Mathews walked to force in an- bit" has played with the "bo-1 O'Brien, p
0
_.. 1
other tally, and Angley came hunks" of Clemson College. To i Gibson, p __ —
through with his second hit of those of you who do not know j
...32
7
the inning to drive home 'two what a bohunk is, we may define j Totals
ab
h
more Tiger markers. Culberson it as being on a' team which is Greenville High
0
5
and Deanhardt ended the frame : below the first three stringers. Johnson, cf —
0
4
Durham, rf
by flying out.
Without these bohunks a good
2
-2
For Clemson, the win was sound practice would almost be Nissen, c — —
2
_..4
Clemsons eighth Southern Con- impossible. These athletes on Carter, ss — —
0
3
ference victory of the season. Be- "Howard's junk yard," as they Freeman, If
0
„3
sides Knoebel, who collected a are sometimes known are very in- Cohen, lb
0
3
single, a double, a triple, and a strumental in contributing to a Reynolds, 2b —
0
_3
home run, Doug Angley, with a ; team's victory. Such is the case Campbell, 3b
0
_.4
triple and two singles, was also with Albert Willis. As exphessed Crossland, p
1
_.l
outstanding. In pitching six inn- by the players on his team, they a-Milford
ings, Ford, who received credit state: "Rabbit will challenge any..202 011 Olx—7
for his fifth win of the year, one on the team regardless of Clemson
struck out ten Gamecocks.
size." And speaking of size, it Greenville High _ .000 202 001—5
may be mentioned that Willis is
The Box Score:
Clemson '
AB R H A 5' 10" tall and weighs 165 pounds. Harry Dukes, an award of a
Reviewing Willis high school
Knoebel, If
5 3 4 0
carton of Chesterfields will be
Mathews, cf
4 2 1 0 days we find him entering made. These Chesterfields are
Gainesville
High
School,
GainesAngley, rf
5 2 3 0
given through the courtesy of
Culberson, ss .,
5 12 1 Ville, Georgia. His sports career the Campus Merchandising Buled
him
into
football
and
track.
Deanhardt, lb
5 1 2 0
reau of New York. Last week
Aughtry, 2b
3 2 1 4 He lettered in these major sports the award was won by Dick
three
and
two
years
respectively,
j
McKay, 3b
_ 5 0 0 1
Gillespie, and this week the
Hendley, c
4 1 1 1 In 1944 and 1945, he was placed; award goes to Albert "Bubba"
d
on
the
All-North
Georgia
Inter-!
Baker, p
1 1 0 1
Willis.
Ford, p
3 1 0 0 scholastic Conference teams. He j
also captained the football team
TOTALS
34 14 14 ~8 in his senior year.
Willis proved himself as a very
Visit Myrtle Beach
capable
wingback in spring pracCarolina
AB R
Trailer Court
tice drills, and especially in the
Rogers, cf
4 0
Opposite
State Park, Highway
finale
of
these
drills,
when
he
Clark, 3b
17, Myrtle Beach, S. C
averaged six to eight yards on!
Sykes, ss
150 ROOMS, $1.00 EACH
every running play. "He looked
Szakacsil, lb
great," was the expression used
Semi-Private Baths
"Phillips, If
~_
Converted Army Hospital
by many of the fans.
Kincaid, rf _
To this breakaway runner and
EXCELLENT
Allen, rf ....
ACCOMMODATIONS
swivel-hipped lad. we wish to
Mitchell, 2b
FOR LARGE GROUPS
acknowledge his play on the "boScott, c
For information see
hunks"
in
the
past.
Through
Faircloth, p _ _I _._
■ UOIISE BY DESDA'I -JEWELRY BY BEE NORTON
K. C. Eskridge, Mgr.
boys such as Willis the American
a-Stephens
64 Colonial Circle, Clemson
spirit
is
best
exemplified
in
the
Camp, p
For reservations write
great game of football.
Sherer, p
A. F. LA BROCE
To the "Athlete of the Week,"
Jones, p
Star Route No. 1
chosen
by
the
Chesterfield
repAnderson, p
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
resentatives,
George
Facein
and
i
b-Rhame
TOTALS
35 5 7 9
a-Ran for Faircloth in 2nd
b-Batted for Anderson in 9th
Clemson .. .. .. 020 410 070— M
Carolina
no 100 200— 5
E—Deanharde, Rogers. RBI
Szakacsi, Knoebel 4, Scott 2,
Mathews, Culberson 2, Deanhardt
2, Mitchell, Aughtry, Angley 2.
2BH — Knoebel. 3BH — Knobcl,
Kincaid, Angley. HR — Knoebel.
SB—Knoebel, Culberson 2, McKay.

Baby Bengals Best Georgia Bullpups
Decision Tiger
Greenville High 7-5
freshmen, 5-3
Clemson's frosh baseballers put

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
SPARK PLUGS
OIL FITTERS
FUEL PUMPS
Phone 3S2

Willis Is Picked
Athlete Of Week

-ABBOtfS

MCMi SHnF
SEWEQ&AC

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

CAMELS FOR
MILDNESS!
Yes, Camels are SO MILD ihat in a ceatlto-cooir test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels —and only Camels —for
30 consecutive dayt, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

Q^wtomsttwk
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Parent Of Outstanding Graduate To Be Honored
Mu Beta Psi Elects Eight
New Members Recently
♦

Clemson's chapter of Mu Beta*
Psi, National Music Fraternity,
selected eight eligible men for'
membership last Wednesday, May
3. These new men have gonethrough a week of informal intiation as "dischords." The formal
i
initiation was held last night.
W. B. Camp, Clemson graduate
Establishment of a new FinanThose eligible to be "dischords"
cial Aid Center of Harvard Col- are chosen from third year men of 1916,. is recognized today as
lege was recently announced by who have served two years, with one of the big operators of the
Prevost Paul H. Buck. The new distinction, in one or more of the west, growing, a large acreage of
center will be responsible for recognized musical organizations cotton, potatoes, onions and alfalfa. His cattle ranching operastudying the financial needs of on the campus.
tions are some of the most extenThese men are: Koy Frick, inthe students, and for correlating
sive..
dustrial
physics
senior
of
Sparthe new separate financial assistAfter graduation, Bill moved to
tanburg; Cephus Long, civil en- Bakersfield, California, in 1917.
ance activities of the College.
gineering senior of Newberry; He introduced cotton to that
The center will offer the stu- Grady Daniel, industrial educadents individual counselling on tion junior of North Augusta, and area, established the cotton experiment station at Shatter, and
problems of budget, will inform James Alexander, agricultural operated it until the crop was
sophomore
of
Bishopville,
John
them of financial aids available,
Moore, mechanical engineering firmly established there. He startand will make detailed recom- sophomore, was taken in as the ed farming some on the side and
mendations to the various College one honored sophomore, who is soon took this up as a full time
job.
- .
offices for financial assistance to chosen each year.
He
was
recently
elected
for
Three honorary members were
individuals.
the ,10th consecutive year as presalso
selected:
Mr.
Frank
Burtner
As one of it's first operations,
of the Sociology Department, C'tp- ident of the Kearn County Seed
the Center recently undertook a tain George Coakley of the Mili- Potato Association. This assogeneral survey of the financial tary Department,. and Mr. James ciation has practically eradicated
needs of the Harvard undergrad- Suddeth of the Physics Depart- potato diseases from Kearn Counuates, and of the progress now ment. These men were selected ty.
Mr. Camp has two sons, Bill,
being worked out by individual because of their special interest
students to meet their bills. Es- in the musical education of Clem- rJr., and Don, both of whom
Unished Clemson a few years ago,
pecial attention will be given to son.
that are now partners in his
the financial aid problems of men
vast farming and ranching operawho have heavy academic or
tions.
extra-curricular activities and are
CLASSIFIED
The Camps are loysl to South
thus barred from ordinary partCarolina and
have endowed
time work.
ATTRACTIVE POSITION open Clemson for the sane and pracUnder it's new plans, the Colto E. E. graduate interested in
lege will loan as much as $400 to Electrical Wholesaling as a ca- tical promotion of irrigation. They
a student in each of his upperclass reer. Prefer applicant to invest believe that irrigation has a place
years, and charges no interest in company. Details by appoint- on the farms of this area and have
until a student has completed all ment only. Address E. E., % The bought several thousand acres of
land in Cherokee County where
his university studies, in college Tiger, Clemson, S. C
pastures are being developed and
or graduate school.
irrigation tried out.
After completion of studies,
interested in
the student is asked to pay 3 per WANTED—Anyone
subrenting their pre-fab for the
cent interest, and to repay the summer please contact G. L. Letter To Tom
principle at the rate of $10 a Clark, Room 8-124, P. O. Box
month....-11004, Clemson, S. C.

Harvard Students

3 Clemson Alumni

Get Financial Aid

Succeed In West

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

Honor System
Is Good Thing

May 8, 1950
Dear Tom,
I have heard a good many of
my fellow students arid several
professors say that an honor system would never work at Clemson.
I was scheduled to take a makeup exam in differential calculus.
Passing that exam meant five
credits to me, so on the morning
I was to take the exam, I went
prepared to make a "A," complete
with skinners. My professor
handed me the exam and told me
to take it to my room, limit myself to four hours, and asked me
not to cheat. I was extremely
astounded by his faith in me, and
I didn't cheat. I just passed the
'exam with a "D,' but I was a
whole lot prouder of that grade
than any other I ever made.
If the teachers will put that
kind of faith in the students, not
necessarily allowing them to take
the quizes out, I think that the
Clemson students will do their
part to show their honesty as
Country Gentlemen.
Sincerely,
Horatio S. Buck

Mrs. M. E. Dyess Named Mother 01 Year;
Presentation Will Be Made At Parade

on Ninety-Second Street," pro- be made by contacting George
duced the picture and it has re- Facchin in Barracks 8 or Harry
Showings By Request ceived wide acclaim both for its Dukes in the Cadet Barracks.
interest and educational value.
There is no admission charge
The manufacturers, of ChesterArrangements for showing may and all are invited.
Mrs. M. E. Dyess, mother of Clemson's only Congres- field Cigarettes are offering a
sional Medal of Honor winner, has been named Clemson's movie on tobacco, to be shown
Tuxedo and Dinner Jacket Equipment
Mother of the Year by Tiger Brotherhood, campus leader- by request, during the week beginning May 15. The movie is
ship fraternity.
lull-color documentary film on
She is a resident of Augusta,*
>— all phases of the tobacco industry.
Georgia, and a widow of the late Dyess was launched by his wife,
Louis De Rochemont, famed for
GET READY FOR HARRYJAMES
Maurice E. Dyess, who formed Mrs. A. J. Dyess, at Orange, "Fighting Lady," "Boomerang,"
the Dyess Lumber Company of Texas.
"Lost Boundries" and "The House
Augusta. Mrs. Dyess will be presented at the Mother's Day Parade, and she will receive a bou- ^♦^^>^^<<M^^^4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^*^^*^^^*^^^^*^^^
quet of red roses and a red sash
as a
KLEENEX
_ presentation.
Jergens Liquid Shave
Her son, Aquilla J. Dyess, a
TISSUE
graduate of Clemson in 1932, was
and Woodburys
Box 200
killed in action in the Marshall
Islands in 1944. He was the comShaving Lotion
manding officer of the First Battalion, Twenty-Fourth Marines,
when he was killed by a blast of
Japanese machine gun fire while
1 Tube Stag Brushless Cream
directing an attack against the
Cream Deodorant
final enemy position. • He was
1 oz. jar
posthumously awarded the Medal
1 Gillette Tech Razor
of Honor in July of the same
year.
While at Clemson, Col. Dyess
majored . in architecture, and
IIIHIMIIIIII
served as Cadet Major in the
Cadet Corps. He also served as
Economy Dental
vice-president of the sophomore
Cream
class, president of the Inter-Fraternity Council, captain of the
\
rifle team, and participated in
sports.
He was appointed a Second
Lieutenant in the Infantry, but
TEK
later received an appointment inTooth Brush
to the Marine Corps. An airfield
Special
at Roi, Namur Islands, was named
in his honor, and the U, S. S.

see HOKE SLOAN and

SAVE ON SHAVES!

^

STAG COM-PAK

18c

A DOUBLE VALUE

ARRID

NAIL FILES
TWEESERS
NAIL SCISSORS

COLGATE

TUSSEY
DEODORANT
SALE .
$1.00 size
for 50c
plus tax

29c

SILVER STAR
Double Edge Blades
10 for

Delta Sigma Nu, Clemson premed fraternity, has elected new
officers for the coming year.
The purpose of this club is 'to
bring together those men on the
campus who are majoring in premedicine, and to present to them
enlightening topics for discussion
in this field.
Those men chosen for officers
were: Jack Padgett, of Ridgeland,
president; Henry Ehrhardt, of
Ehrhardt, vice president, and
Pickens Moyd, of Greenwood,
secretary and treasurer.

49c

Rexall

JERGENS
LOTION

Antihistamine
Tablets

Tax Included

Stop That Cold

54c

39c

HALO
SHAMPOO

Harry James Featured
At Free Coke Party

_L

indoor snapsHo^

Simply attach the accessory Kodak Flasholder and you're
all set for indoor picture taking — even in gorgeous full colorCamera accepts 8-exposure Kddak 828 Films. In stock here for
only $29.95; Flasholder, $11.08. Prices include Federal Tax.

L. C. Martin Drug Company

47c

Mr. John B. Lee of the Lee's
Record Center in Anderson will
hold a reception for Harry James
at 4:30 tomorrow afternoon at his
store.
Mr. Lee is planning a free
"Coke" party for all who attend

2 Gillette Blue Blades
1 Styptic Pencil
V

59c

Pre-Med Fraternity
Elects New Officers

SHAVE KIT

59c

59c

P. S. McColium, Owner

Clemson, S. C.

THE REXALL STORE

At Colleges and Universities
throughout the country CHESTERFIELD
is the largest-selling cigarette.
ANNE PEARCE
Famous University of Southern
California Alumna, says:

| CURB SERVICE

ARROW is your ticket to

Tobacco Film Extant;

JflX'S

"Make my cigarette your cigarette.
Smoke milder Chesterfields."

the Best Seat
*«

The
use

OUAA^isZaMxJL—
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APPEARING IN

"I WAS A SHOPLIFTER"
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Anderson
I JULUUUUJL* SB E- ft ".M»r»^

STUDY IN EUROPE
UNIVERSITY OF HEIDELBERG. . $590
UNIVERSITY OF BORDEAUX
485
OXFORD SUMMER INSTITUTE 495

**#%%-

fcVs

SCEICY WINttWMITH MUOD
MEMOttAL HAll

PRICES INCLUDE:
ROUND TRIP FLIGHT TO EUROPE
FULL TUITION, ROOM AND BOARD
RAIL TRANSPORTATION IN EUROPE
STUDENT TOURS — STUDENT PRICES

_ .UDENT TRAVEL SERVICE LTD.
fth'ortti .'1.25 vp

* t-Airtt *1.00 up

1540 E. 57tn St.

Chicago 37, 111.

One way to be sure of complete comfort
below decks is to buy ARROW shorts!
Made without creeping center seam,
they're full cut—plenty roomy I Ideal
teamed with Aaow E*hirte!,*

:>*

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDHtWIAR

•

HANDKMCHIWS

•

SPORTf SHIRT!

H ESTER Fl ELD

..lO**

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open Til 1:00 A. M.

\m

MAMERICA'S COU£G£S

Reyi* M/WM/7Zeyi* TOPS/i™™™™?™%*
t 1950, Ucoirr ft

*By Recent Notional Survey

MYTO TOMCCO

Co.

